Film the cat parade

Required equipment
  • Large black fabrics
  • Large table
  • Two lights on tripods
  • Video camera or smartphone on tripod
  • Black long sleeve shirt (for each manipulator)
  • Black gloves (for each manipulator)

Installation suggestion
  • See next page

Steps of realization
  • Hiding the room
  • Place the handling table one meter behind the wall
  • Fix the black fabrics on the wall and the table
  • Point the lights towards the centre-front of the table
    o The manipulators at the rear must not be in the light beam
    o The puppets must stay in the light all the time they move
  • Install the camera to frame the table in the 1/6 at the bottom of the frame (example in the tutorial)
    o Do not see the faces of the manipulators
  • To practice with the manipulators to find different characteristics of steps, movements and acrobatics of the puppets cats
  • Work with music to stimulate movement and rhythm
  • Film your cat puppet parade

Video Recommendations
  • The video must be in horizontal format (landscape)
  • Save the video in a current format with a resolution of 720p minimum
  • Provide the best extracts separately (no editing, no music)

Send videos to UNIMA
  • Maximum duration of all selected extracts: 30 seconds
  • Send your files no later than January 31, 2019
    o via a file transfer service (wetransfer, yousendit...) to web@unima.org
    o or via the form on the UNIMA website -> unima.org/catparade
  • Indicate clearly:
    o The name of the establishment, the city and the country
    o Your name and email address
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